The Race to Defuse Congo’s Carbon Bomb
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Dec. 16, 2021: Bolomba Territory, Democratic Republic of Congo (abridged) – .... In the village of Ikenge, the “wealth”, just announced by visiting professor Simon Lewis and his colleagues, had the sound of veins of gold and ore to Ikenge’s pastor Bombala.  He wished it were so, but they instead referred to plain-old “potopoto,” or mud, in Lingala, the regional language.
Rather than wealth derived from extraction — common in Congo, which has been exploited of its vast natural resources by outsiders for well over a century at the cost of millions of Congolese lives — this mud, they were told, would generate wealth only if they left it in the ground.
The “it,” was not just potopoto, but peat, a slurry of very slowly decomposing organic matter and one of the terrestrial world’s densest stores of carbon.  When disturbed, peatlands can release their stores in a short amount of time, in what some who study them call a carbon bomb.
Lewis and his team were about to confirm a major scientific discovery: Ikenge sits in the midst of the largest swath of tropical peatland on the planet.  People in Ikenge were thrilled because they thought peat might turn to profit, much like Congo’s mineral wealth.
“It’s not something to dig up and sell, but explaining why can be a struggle,” said Lewis, a blond, bespectacled Briton affiliated with universities in Leeds and London.  He sees his work partly as pure science, and partly as activism on behalf of the environment and of the Congolese people.  “People drinking river water don’t have the most basic thing — a water pump, a well.  They want the benefit immediately.”
At around 56,000 square miles (about the size of Iowa) and more than 30 feet deep in places, the peatland Congo shares with its neighbor, the Republic of Congo, holds at least as much carbon as the whole world currently emits in 3 years of burning fossil fuels.
Some patches of the peatlands in Congo’s Central Basin have been accumulating and storing carbon since the late days of the Earth’s last major ice age, around 17,000 years ago.
Industrializing countries around the world ... drained vast areas of peatlands, drying them and releasing immense wafts of CO2, as well as smaller quantities of nitrous oxide, another potent greenhouse gas.  The mass conversion of peatland into farmland over the centuries is estimated to have released as much as 250 billion tons of CO2 into the atmosphere.
Congo wants what the rest of the world got from its peatlands: an economic development boost.  The enormous Central African country is near rock-bottom on key development indicators, including life expectancy, access to education and electrification.
But herein lies one of the great paradoxes of our age: industrialization has already irreversibly and harmfully changed our climate.  And the countries responsible for most of those emissions are tasked by the United Nations with helping the rest of the world develop without repeating the mistakes of the past.
If Congo were to drain its pristine peatlands, it is near certain that  100s of millions or even billions of tons of CO2 would be emitted into the atmosphere.
“If the international community, scientists and economists can’t figure out how to keep that kind of place intact and raise the livelihoods of a relatively small number of people,” said Lewis, “where can we?”
On that point — that Congo must benefit from its peatlands — everyone agrees.  But how?
Will Congo follow history and replicate European and Asian peat-to-farmland economies?  Will the government move forward with drilling for the vast quantities of oil some claim lies underneath the peat; will it lease the rainforest to loggers?  Or will conservation-minded institutions, mostly in the West, come up with a better offer, one in which the carbon stays in the ground and Congo still gets a payout?  The answer could have global implications.....
See the original URL for much more of this story.
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